
Silent Morning Tea 
Additional Key Word Sign Vocabulary

fruit sugar (northern version)

food

more

milk

Can I please have a... I want...

drink

sugar (southern version)

yummy / likeplease



gamefinished play

How to sign
I/Me
Point to self using 
extended dominant 
index finger
(Natural gesture).

Drink
Shape dominant hand 
as for holding a glass – 
tilt to mouth as for
drinking. (Natural 
gesture - mime 
the action).

Have
Cup dominant hand, 
fingers spread, palm up. 
Drop hand while
closing into a fist.

Want
Move heel of open 
dominant hand down 
front of chest and turn 
to palm down.

Thank you

Eat/Food
Close dominant 
fingertips onto ball of 
thumb. Tap formation 
on chin, twice.

Milk
Open and close both 
fists alternately in the 
action of milking a cow.



Thank you
Move fingertips of 
open dominant hand, 
palm towards
body, forward from 
chin, once. *May use 
two hands.

Sugar (northern version - 
NSW, Qld)
Extend dominant
index and middle 
fingers, palm up. 
Shake slightly
side to side.

Sugar (southern version 
- Vic, Tas, SA, WA, NT)
Touching cheek,
move fingertips of the
dominant hand onto
thumb, twice.

More
Cup dominant hand, 
fingers spread and 
place fingertips on 
centre chest. Move 
hand forward.

Please
Move open 
dominant hand 
straight forward 
from chin, while 
closing into fist. 
May use “thanks”.

Fruit
Extend thumb of 
dominant fist, palm 
down. Rest dominant 
thumb under non-
dominant fist, palm 
up. Move dominant 
formation in an arc to 
finish on top of non-
dominant fingers.

Yummy / Like
Move open dominant 
hand in small circles 
on chest.

Finished
Extend dominant 
thumb, fingers closed. 
Rock hand formation 
from side to side 
several times.

Play
Simultaneously 
move both open 
hands, palms up,  
in outward circles.

Game
Extend thumbs from 
fists of both hands 
and place knuckles
together. Rock hands 
in opposite directions, 
several times.
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